Discussing medical treatment options and risks becomes a more complicated task when patients have psychiatric problems. Such patients may perceive risk and judge options differently from usual, they may raise special issues about informed consent and competency, and they may present special needs and stresses in the physician-patient relationship. This article addresses how to approach such treatment discussions within the framework of 3 content areas of the medical interview (medical decision making, informed consent, and the physician-patient relationship) and 2 formal techniques of the interview (exploration and assertion). Clinical research regarding how psychiatric problems may affect each of these areas of concern is reviewed. Ultimately, the goal of understanding such variations—and of possessing methods to address them in discussing treatment options and risks—is to help the patient be as free as possible from the burden of biases or distortions in making his or her decisions and to promote the best fit between the patient’s wishes and the physician’s medical judgment.

She smiled again, raised her eyes to the doctor, and looked at him so sorrowfully, so intelligently; and it seemed to him that she trusted him, and that she wanted to speak frankly to him. But she was silent, perhaps waiting for him to speak.

And he knew what to say to her. It was clear to him that she needed as quickly as possible to give up the five buildings and the million if she had it. . . .

But he did not know how to say it. How? One is shy of asking men under sentence what they have been sentenced for. . . .

“How is one to say it?” Korolyov wondered. “And is it necessary to speak?”

And he said what he meant in a roundabout way.

“A Doctor’s Visit” in The Short Stories of Anton Chekhov

Discussions between physician and patient about treatment are often complex and emotion-laden processes. They are shaped by different social and personal concerns on the parts of the physician and patient, may show awkward efforts to understand the other’s meaning and to communicate one’s own, and exhibit the back-and-forth displays of power or compromise that typify any negotiation. Ideally, the outcome of this complex dialogue is a treatment plan reflective of the physician’s medical judgment and the patient’s wishes.

Such ideal agreements are difficult to reach in practice and are subject to many interferences. One of these is the possible distortion of a patient’s thinking and emotions that may be caused by psychiatric problems. Although the extant literature offers suggestions about discussing risk with medical patients and with psychiatric patients, it offers little guidance about how to discuss treatment options and risks with medical patients who have psychiatric problems. This article aims to suggest approaches, based on the framework of the medical interview and on a review of relevant clinical research.

As background, 3 essential areas bear on the interview: scientific (medical de-
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**Matrix of Elements in Discussion of Treatment Options and Risks**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exploration</th>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Assertion</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Assess decisional biases due to framing, risk aversion, wishful thinking, etc.</td>
<td>&quot;What makes you so sure that radiation will cure your cancer for good?&quot;</td>
<td>Counterbalance, frame alternately, address denial or other distortions</td>
<td>&quot;You don’t want to even try chemotherapy. Does that mean you are giving up without any fight?&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluate competence; understanding of choices, quality of reasoning</td>
<td>&quot;Are you really convinced that I’m prescribing tamoxifen because I want to experiment on you like a guinea pig?&quot;</td>
<td>Inform and educate; help to obtain guardianship for surrogate decision making if needed</td>
<td>&quot;I’m going to tell you the risks of angioplasty, then ask you some questions to see whether you have understood.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assess views about relationship with caregivers</td>
<td>&quot;It sounds like you just want to hand all of your medical decisions over to me without even asking any questions. Why?&quot;</td>
<td>Balance empathy with assertiveness in negotiating a treatment plan</td>
<td>&quot;I understand that you like to try herbal remedies first. Could we get back together in 1 month to see how things are, and then do some standard tests if your fatigue still isn’t better?&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Normal judgment about uncertain risk or benefit differs in predictable ways from rational calculation. For example, the perception of risk is heightened by irrational fears, including those of unfamiliar technology, perceived dread and lack of control, and the prospect of hidden or delayed harm.

**PSYCHIATRIC PROBLEMS AND MEDICAL DECISION MAKING**

**Effect of Psychopathologic Conditions on Judgment**

Normal judgment about uncertain risk or benefit differs in predictable ways from rational calculation. For example, the perception of risk is heightened by irrational fears, including those of unfamiliar technology, perceived dread and lack of control, and the prospect of hidden or delayed harm.

Furthermore, the judgments of physicians and patients about probabilities (such as the likelihood that a given disease is present or that a particular treatment will be effective) are systematically affected by a set of psychological biases. These include the effect of recent experience (the availability bias),

If the probabilities are identical, people tend to avoid taking a risk when the chance is framed as a potential loss, they tend to take the risk when the chance is framed as a potential gain, and they prefer a certain choice (even if this is illusory) rather than a probabilistically better chance.

Strategies to compensate for such biases include educating patients (and physicians) to be aware of their presence, presenting choices in terms of 2 or more alternative frameworks (eg, chance of dying and chance of survival), and expressing probabilities in familiar terms (eg, "1 in 20000 corresponds to the chance that a person will live longer than 100 years").

How might psychiatric conditions alter judgment above and beyond these normal biases? How might they affect the discussion of treatment options and risks?

**Depression.** Depression may cause cognitive deficits independent of the disturbed affect; thus, negativistic or passive attitudes about treatment may reflect deficits in learning, recall, problem solving, and the ability to select among relevant hypotheses. Patients with severe depression may overestimate the risks and underestimate the benefits of treatment for medical conditions, independent of symptoms such as apathy or delusional thinking. Among patients with cancer who are terminally ill and depressed, hopelessness itself contributes to a desire for hastened death. These findings imply that patients may not be able to correct for negativism merely by trying to override depressive emotions.

**Emotional and Neuropsychiatric Factors.** Denial or magical thinking may undermine one's appreciation of the illness and one's reasoning about treatment options. Obsessional attitudes may skew the judgment of probability. Hypochondriasis is associated with an exaggerated view of vulnerability to disease and of risk. Neuropsychiatric conditions, such as damage to the prefrontal cortex, may inhibit the associations with reward and punishment that underlie decision making, thereby affecting insight and judgment.

**Psychosis.** Patients with delusions tend to request less information be-
fore reaching an inferential decision and to focus less on their hypotheses in response to feedback.22 23 On the other hand, some patients with delusional schizophrenia differ little from normal control subjects in their use of logic on tasks of syllogistic reasoning, probability judgment, and conditional reasoning.23 These findings suggest a need to probe the patient’s reasoning and not simply to assume that delusional distortion distorts judgment.

Although psychiatric problems may affect judgment, the clinician must avoid inferring bias or, worse, inferring incompetence solely because a patient’s autonomous decision goes against medical advice.25 Many nonpsychiatric patients exhibit decision-making biases, and many psychiatric patients do not. Too, many patients exhibit irrational decision making that is not biased or incompetent.26 Physicians themselves are susceptible to decisional biases,27 our outlook is often bound by our medical culture,28 and we use our rituals to bind the anxiety that attends risk.29 These considerations suggest the need for caution and humility on the physician’s part in assessing for bias.

In summary, psychiatric problems may be associated with specific cognitive deficits, but these deficits do not necessarily mirror the exact character of the primary psychopathologic condition. They may affect patients’ judgments about the probable outcome of medical treatments.

Implications for Discussing Treatment

In the dialectical interview framework, exploration may be used to elicit the patient’s view of risk and to assess for possible skewing of judgment, while assertion, or counterbalancing, may be the physician’s attempt to redress the skewed judgment by advocating from a more neutral position. This technique is illustrated in the dialogue in case 1.

Case 1

A 35-year-old woman with diabetes mellitus was referred by her primary care physician back to an endocrinologist for evaluation and to consider an insulin pump. Progressive symptoms included chronic fatigue, pain in the extremities, and early retinopathy. She was also depressed, and although her symptoms had improved with antidepressant medication and counseling, she remained demoralized about her illness. In fact, for a year she had resisted the idea of revisiting the endocrinologist.

On interview, the endocrinologist found her irritable and sullen. When he endorsed the idea of an insulin pump, expecting a positive response, the patient instead snapped: “This is my husband’s idea. I don’t need more problems than I already have. If anyone would get infected or get ketoacidosis from a pump, it would be me. No thanks.”

Physician: You sound sure that you will get an infection from the insulin pump. Are you really convinced about this? [probing depressive and negativistic beliefs: in its extreme, the latter would constitute a depressive delusion]

Patient: I told you, this pump means more trouble for me.

Physician: Your depression could be made everything seem hopeless to you even if the pump might help. [counterbalancing, by pushing her to discount her depression-induced negativism]

What can I tell you about the pump to help you make the best decision for yourself? [fostering discussion about the pros and cons]

Patient: It’s not just my depression. Everything that happens to me worsens my problems.

Physician: Really? What has gotten worse? [expressing curiosity about the patient’s life, probing for pessimism]

Patient: My boss has turned against me.

Physician: How do you know that?

Patient: He tells the other workers in the library that I can’t be counted on to work a whole day.

Physician: Have you kept on working every day in spite of feeling depressed? [assessing level of depression]

Patient: Yes, but it’s been hard.

Physician: It sounds like your boss might actually be trying to be supportive. [assessing sense of reality and ability to consider alternatives]

Patient: Well, maybe. He hasn’t actually asked me to leave.

Physician: So, what about the insulin pump?

Patient: If I had to take time off because I got an infection or got hospitalized, I would lose my job.

Physician: Couldn’t it work the other way? I would hope that the pump might give better control of your sugar and let you feel healthier. [counterbalancing]

Patient: How do I know that it will be better instead of worse? [demonstrating her ability to weigh alternatives]

Physician: I wish that I could assure you of that. [empathizing and admitting uncertainty]

This hypothetical dialogue illustrates the dialectic of exploring vs advocating. The interview is grounded by nonjudgmental questions that elicit the patient’s views of herself and her illness, while the physician advocates against depressive (biased) thinking as he tries to negotiate an agreement to pursue beneficial therapy. This flexible style of interviewing allows themes to emerge and prevents premature closure about the ultimate decision, while empathizing with the patient.30

PSYCHIATRIC PROBLEMS AND INFORMED CONSENT

Legal Implications of Psychiatric Status

Informed consent doctrine governs much of how physicians discuss treatment options and risks with patients. The 3 elements of informed consent are (1) disclosure of information, (2) voluntariness of the patient’s decision, and (3) competence to make that decision. The disclosed information must include the risks, benefits, and alternatives to recommended treatment that a prudent patient would wish to know to make an intelligent and rational acceptance or refusal.31 32 (pp7-11)

Disclosure. Experts have advocated for a process that not only discloses information but also maximizes physician-patient collaboration, in ac-
cord with the legal and humanistic intent to foster patient autonomy. However, courts have specified little about the exact type of communication that should occur, and they have said less about how the approach should be modified for patients who have mental problems.

Voluntariness. Voluntariness may too often be abrogated with patients who have psychiatric problems, eg, when they are coerced into consenting to hospitalization under threat of institutional commitment or are compelled to agree to procedures by well-meaning (but sometimes overcontrolling) family members or caregivers. Legal psychiatric commitment, even if it is understood to have been necessary, may leave a residue of resentment on the patient's part.

Competence. By far, the most common concern in discussing treatment with patients who have psychiatric problems, particularly dementia, is whether they are competent to consent to treatment or to refuse it. If they are not, they may need to be considered for guardianship. (Strictly speaking, what the clinician assesses is decisional abilities; competence is a legal determination by a court.) Competence is usually assumed, but in case of doubt, it needs to be assessed. Not only cognitive deficits can interfere with decisional capacity but also delusionality, manic grandiosity, depressive negativism, denial, and more subtle symptoms. Competency may fluctuate and may need to be reassessed periodically during treatment, particularly in the case of delirium. Contrary to the frequent assumption that competency standards should be the same for acceptance of a procedure as for refusal, the threshold for competence varies according to the risk-benefit ratio of what is being decided (ie, a lower threshold pertains to competency to accept a high benefit–low risk procedure than to refuse this same procedure).

There is an extensive literature on medicolegal competency standards in psychiatric patients, and there exist unofficial guidelines for clinical work and research. All of these address the patient's ability to recall relevant information and to reason about treatment choices. These abilities are assessed by questions such as: "What do you understand about your condition and the proposed treatment?" "What would happen if you were to refuse treatment?" and "Can you explain how you came to your decision about (not) wanting treatment?" In practice, at least in the case of dementia, physicians' criteria and judgments regarding competency are variable. The literature reviewed in the following subsections bears on the decisional capacity of psychiatric patients.

Age and Dementia. In one study, older patients showed poorer comprehension of hypothetical informed consent items than did younger patients; yet, they made equally reasonable decisions. In a later study, patients with early to moderate Alzheimer disease showed impaired comprehension of consent information about an actual drug treatment and could not fully explain their reasoning; yet, they showed no impairment in the actual quality of reasoning about risk vs benefit. The authors caution that usual competency standards are dependent on conscious, explicit, verbal processes (ie, the ability to explain) but that these may not accurately represent how normal people arrive at such decisions. In summary, neither age alone nor a mild degree of dementia by itself necessarily signifies an impairment in decisional ability, although these suggest that the clinician be cautious. As dementia progresses, it affects more of the neuropsychological functions that comprise competence.

Affective Disorders. Outpatients with a moderate degree of depression have shown no significant impairment in comprehension or reasoning about treatment. The ability to reason about risk vs benefit may, however, be significantly impaired by pseudodementia accompanying more severe depression; by cognitive factors; or by depressive hopelessness, diminished attention to self-interest, guilt, an attitude of "deserving punishment," or a wish for "silent suicide."

Emotional and Neuropsychological Factors. Fearfulness may impair the ability to absorb and use information. In patients with schizophrenia, fear may exacerbate delusions and lead to treatment refusal. Severe denial may block the basic recognition of a problem and the ability to hear a physician's advice and cautions. Acute illness, response to trauma, or other severe emotional stress may impair the individual's judgment for a limited time.

Schizophrenia. Thought disorder may correlate with a diminished comprehension of informed consent issues. Paranoia may obviously interfere. Because psychotic ambivalence may lead a patient to protest against treatment verbally but accept it behaviorally, the patient's true judgment may be difficult to determine. Cognitively, patients with schizophrenia may show impairment in attention, memory, abstract reasoning, and problem solving. They also show some curious deficits in awareness about abnormal body movements, a type of deficit that could diminish the ability to apprehend medical choices. Decisional impairment in patients with schizophrenia may improve markedly with education.

In summary, the relationship between psychiatric problems and problems with competency is complex. Deficits may involve emotional and neuropsychological effects. The patient's capacity to understand and to decide may change over time, and deficits may be amenable to educational or therapeutic measures.

Implications for Discussing Treatment

The requirements of informed consent imply an interview that shifts between educating the patient about the options and risks of treatment alternatives (assertion) and testing how well he or she understands and thinks about the choices (exploration).
Patients who are competent should be able to ask pertinent and appropriately self-protective questions about treatment options and risks and to focus clearly on the issue to be decided. Cognitive abilities express themselves not only in the content of answers (topical focus, logic, and richness of detail) but also in the manner of communication (fluency, immediacy, and attentiveness to the interviewer). Replies that seem uncomprehending, vague, confused, illogical, or evasive should raise suspicion of a cognitive or other psychiatric disorder.

Not uncommonly, clinicians fail to appreciate impaired cognition because they rely on their impression of fluency in the patient’s speech, while neglecting to use standard tests, such as digit span, naming, and object recall, and tests of abstracting and executive ability, such as similarities, proverbs, and clock drawing. The Mini-Mental State Examination and other tests may be used to help assess the extent of cognitive deficit.

On the other hand, clinicians may overdiagnose cognitive impairment if they mistake a patient’s transient anxiety, sedation, or medical distress—all of which can amplify a mild underlying cognitive deficit—for a fixed condition.

For patients in whom impaired cognition is a concern, evaluation might include the following: (1) Use verbal calming, mild sedation, or perhaps simply a brief waiting period to decrease interference by anxiety; (2) Explain the procedure in language that suits the patient’s educational background, using illustrations if necessary (effective even for patients with learning disability); (3) Elicit the patient’s understanding and questions about the procedure (eg, “What would you like to know about this test to help you make your decision?”); (4) Shift into a structured mental status examination if the patient’s replies suggest cognitive impairment; (5) Obtain information about the patient’s history and cognitive and behavioral functioning from relatives and caregivers; and (6) Try to educate the patient over time to see whether comprehension improves.

Case 2

A 70-year-old man was hospitalized after a neighbor found him lying on the floor in his apartment. He was dirty and he appeared not to have eaten or drank recently. He had gangrene in one foot. After being medically stabilized with ample fluid and nutrition, he was approached about undergoing a below-knee amputation. He understood that he had been hospitalized because of a fall at home and that physicians were recommending amputation of the foot, but he said that he did not want to lose his foot and he had to think a lot about this.

On mental status examination, he was attentive and oriented. He could recall 2 of 3 items at 3 minutes but could neither recall nor recognize the third one. He showed mild perseveration and confusion on cognitive challenges, such as serial 3 subtractions and clock drawing.

The following hypothetical dialogue illustrates the interview format of educating and testing. For the sake of clarity, an unequivocal choice is presented, but the same principles would apply to discussing less clear-cut choices.

Physician: Mr T, do you understand why we are suggesting that you let us amputate your foot? [testing]

Patient: Because I have an infection.

Physician: That’s right. If we don’t amputate the foot, your infection will spread. [informing the patient in simple language, one item at a time]

Patient: I don’t need an amputation.

Physician: I can understand that you might be afraid of the infection and of losing your foot. That is a big loss. [addressing underlying fear]

Patient: I don’t need an amputation. [perseverative, unelaborated response]

Physician: There are bacteria in your foot that will make the infection spread. Do you understand what might happen if we do not amputate your foot? [assessing patient’s understanding of consequences]

Patient: I guess I could die.

Physician: Unfortunately, that’s true. I know that you don’t want to lose your foot. It’s not an emergency today, but we want to prevent the infection from spreading and killing you. What do you think about having the amputation?

Patient: I don’t need it.

Physician: You just said that you could die without an amputation. Please explain to me how you can say that you could die without an amputation but you also say that you don’t need it to be done. [assessing logic and the ability to integrate information that has been registered]

This brief dialogue is intended to show the back-and-forth shifting in the interview between educating (a form of advocacy or informed consent) and probing (a form of exploration or assessment of decisional capacity). The dialogue illustrates a complex legal and clinical situation that is beyond the scope of this article to discuss in detail but that resembles many common clinical encounters. This patient’s illogical and unelaborated answers indicate a need for further assessment, history, and efforts at education to complete the informed consent process, including the evaluation of competence.

Psychiatric Problems and the Physician-Patient Relationship

With patients now having many sources of information and influence about their medical care (health maintenance organizations, Internet data, advocacy groups, etc), the physician no longer acts as a sole authority; some commentators view the physician’s role more as that of an advocate or collaborator in decision making. Across cultures, there may be markedly different views about the roles of physician and patient and about the personal value of autonomy.

Nevertheless, the central focus in the recent history of the physician-patient relationship centers on its evolution from physician paternalism to greater patient autonomy. Physicians have often been criticized for dominating clinical interviews by using medical jargon, controlling the flow of questions and discourse, and suppressing patients’ expression of personal concerns. However, some experienced clinicians, looking at patients’
emotional and decisional needs for an appropriate authority figure, have pointed out the harm that may come from a physician’s being too passive or deferential about treatment decisions and from failing to act assertively when patients deny the presence of serious illness, sabotage or undermine treatment, or cannot give up control.

The discussion of treatment options and risks occupies a central role in this tension between autonomy and medical authority, because it is an occasion when the patient is, in some sense, on equal terms and may negotiate about treatment with the physician. Negotiation may imply a power differential and a conflict, but it also connotes a process of exploring each other’s points of view and reconciling differences.

How might psychiatric problems affect the physician-patient relationship and prompt the clinician to modify the approach to discussing treatment options and risks?

**Depression.** Severe depression casts a pall of discouragement over discussions about treatment and over the physician-patient relationship. A common reaction is for the physician to mirror the patient’s sense of helplessness and apathy, eg, by delegating decisions to family members. Patients often do not realize that their pessimism is in itself a symptom. The physician should advocate assertively for treatment against the patient’s negativism and should encourage the patient to stay as active as possible in decision making and in recovery, without expecting too much too soon.

**Schizophrenia.** The inner world of the patient with schizophrenia is fragmented, his or her grasp of reality is impaired, and emotions are blunted. For these reasons, the physician-patient relationship with such a patient often feels vague and strange. If the patient is paranoid, he or she may appear to be mistrustful, grandiose, challenging, or threatening. “Psychotic ambivalence” may be confusing because the patient may make vehement verbal objections to treatment, while nevertheless complying with it behaviorally. The physician should try to maintain a steady relatedness and to be factual and honest about treatment choices. Above all, he or she should try to engage the part of the patient’s psyche that remains reality-based and able to collaborate.

**Personality Disorder.** Patients with pathologic narcissism, borderline personality disorder, and other personality problems may act needy, demanding, confrontational, histrionic, fickle, or angry. Instances of severe personality disorder are uncommon, but they take a disproportionate amount of attention and time in medical practices. In the extreme, relationships with medical staff may become vicious cycles of anger and avoidance and turn discussions about treatment into power struggles.

Such problems must be differentiated from substance abuse or withdrawal, mania, acute distress reactions, antisocial or factitious behavior, and other disorders that may manifest as aggression, manipulativeness, entitlement, or provokativeness. It is also important to determine whether hospital or office staff are exacerbating the vicious cycle with angry responses that further provoke the patient.

A useful strategy with such patients—common across the board with a range of psychopathologic conditions and severities—is to address their feelings through empathy and then to negotiate an agreement about the treatment plan. The physician should try to depersonalize the discussion of treatment options and risks, ie, to separate it from the patient’s issues of personal anger, mistreatment, and feelings of inadequacy or injury. Limit setting on any abusive behavior by the patient is crucial. In cases of severe personality disorder, psychiatric help and a team approach are needed for clinical management and to help avoid the administrative chaos that such patients can create.

**Implications for Discussing Treatment**

We have seen in the previous sections that the discussion of treatment may alternate between assessment and advocacy. In this section, the focus of attention is on the physician-patient relationship itself: how the patient views the physician and how those views color the attitude toward treatment (including trust, willingness to accept recommendations, and freedom to question the physician). The dialogue may resemble psychotherapy, with an exploration of the patient’s feelings being interspersed with clarifying or interpretive comments by the clinician. The aim is to smooth the way for physician and patient to negotiate a treatment plan, without the distorting effect of interpersonal conflict, overdependency, helplessness, or other relationship problems.

### Case 3

A 69-year-old former corporate chief executive with severe coronary artery disease was hospitalized for the fifth time with chest pain and cardiac failure. Divorced and childless, he had insisted on living alone in his own apartment, but he was physically overtaxed there and ignoring dietary restrictions. After his acute cardiac problem was stabilized, the medical and social work staff recommended that he move to a supported living arrangement.

The patient rebuffed this idea with great indignation, proclaiming that he was perfectly capable of managing on his own. With the hospital staff, he acted arrogant and intimidating. Declaring that he had once been cared for by a famous cardiologist, he picked and chose among prescribed cardiac medications, loudly lecturing the residents about adverse effects. At one point, he stole a consultation note from the medical chart to read. As usual, his behavior quickly enraged and alienated the staff, who started to avoid talking with him about any aftercare plans and simply hoped to get him out of the hospital quickly.

**Physician:** With your knowledge base, you already know a lot about the options for treatment. [acknowledging patient’s competence] So, why are you fighting so much with the staff? [identifying the behavioral problem]
Patient: I don’t like being ordered around by a bunch of medical elementary students. I don’t like being ordered where to live, what to eat, and how to live.

Physician: You’re right, we have been telling you a lot of restrictions on your diet and other things in hopes of preventing your heart disease from getting worse. That must be hard to take when you have been independent and in charge your whole life. [empathizing] But this isn’t a power struggle. You can take my advice or leave it. The only question is what’s best for your health. [trying to deflake the conflict]

Patient: I know the score with physicians. If I don’t do what you say, you guys will blackball me. [expecting harsh treatment from others]

Physician: I won’t refuse to treat you just because you decide not to take my advice. We are here to help you. [correcting the misimpression, not letting him push the physician away] But I will refuse to treat you if you steal things from your apartment and you abuse me or the staff. [limit setting]

Patient: So, you’re telling me that if I go back to my apartment and I come into the emergency department with congestive failure again, you’re not going to ship me to Metropolitan Hospital next time? It’s happened before. And believe me, I’ll sue.

Physician: You keep trying to make a fight out of this. How about dealing with you where you’re here. The question is: what are your real choices here, what has worked or failed in the past, and what will protect your health the best right now? [identifying the patient’s own beligerence as a defense, motivating the patient to face the distressing problem, while maintaining a helpful stance]

As is true in the earlier examples, the clinician needs to envision a dialectical approach to this type of treatment discussion. The discussion shifts between eliciting the patient’s values and emotional concerns and, on the other hand, asserting the clinician’s medical judgment.

The physician must do considerable internal work to negotiate with such patients. A major challenge is to recognize one’s anger and to avoid acting it out through hostility, avoidance, or reaction formation (eg, by transmuting one’s anger into benevolent indulgence). Another challenge is for the physician to balance medical advocacy with a nonjudgmental attitude toward the patient’s personal desires.

CONCLUSIONS

The discussion of treatment options and risks is sometimes conceptualized as a form of information transfer. This article suggests a more complex model, especially as applied to patients with psychiatric problems—a process of probing or exploring the patient’s views, alternating with efforts by the physician to counterbalance biased judgments of the patient, to educate, and to address relationship problems. The process includes internal work by the physician to become aware of personal biases and beliefs and to maintain empathy. The optimal result is to expand the patient’s freedom to make decisions that best fit his or her personality, social beliefs, and understanding and to promote the best fit between the physician’s and the patient’s points of view toward treatment decisions.
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